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Abstract. Using the wisdom of crowds—combiningmany individual judgments to obtain
an aggregate estimate—can be an effective technique for improving judgment accuracy.
In practice, however, accuracy is limited by the presence of correlated judgment errors,
which often emerge because information is shared. To address this problem, we propose
an elicitation procedure in which respondents are asked to provide both their own best
judgment and an estimate of the average judgment that will be given by all other respon-
dents. We develop an aggregation method, called pivoting, which separates individual
judgments into shared and private information and then recombines these results in the
optimal manner. In several studies, we investigate the method and examine the accuracy
of the aggregate estimates. Overall, the empirical data suggest that the pivoting method
provides an effective judgment aggregation procedure that can significantly outperform
the simple crowd average.
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1. Introduction
Obtaining accurate estimates of uncertain variables is
an important problem across a broad range of appli-
cations, ranging frommanagerial decision problems to
macroeconomics to geopolitics. These estimates often
comprise a crucial input to decision making in prac-
tice, offering insight into questions such as the follow-
ing: “Howmany units of this product will be sold if we
develop it and charge this price?” “HowmuchwillGDP
growover the next three years ifwe implement this pol-
icy?”or “What are the chances that theUnitedKingdom
will exit the European Union by the end of 2019?”
Often, there are many pieces of useful information

that can help generate a better estimate, but they may
be scattered across different institutions and people.
Combining many individual judgments to obtain an
aggregate estimate can, therefore, provide an effective
technique for improving judgment accuracy. This idea
is known as the wisdom of crowds (Surowiecki 2005,
Page 2008), and evidence for its effectiveness dates back
more than a century (Galton 1907). Since that time,
many studies have shown that the simple average per-
forms remarkably well in a wide variety of settings
(Makridakis and Winkler 1983, Clemen and Winkler
1986, Clemen 1989, Larrick et al. 2012). One reason for
the success of averaging is that as long as judgments
bracket the truth (i.e., some are too high and others too
low), averaging is guaranteed to be more accurate than
the average individual (Larrick and Soll 2006).

Theoretically, the simple average provides an ideal
crowd estimate when individual judgment errors are
independent and identically distributed. These condi-
tions are rarely met in practice, and a variety of tech-
niques have been proposed to improve accuracy. Some,
such as trimming and Winsorizing (Armstrong 2001,
Jose and Winkler 2008), have proven modestly ben-
eficial and robust across different error distributions.
Other approaches strive to exploit the covariance struc-
ture in past data to derive optimal weights (Winkler
1981, Clemen and Winkler 1986, Budescu and Chen
2015). To be effective, these methods require a large
amount of data anda sufficiently stable estimation envi-
ronment. In practice, perhaps because these conditions
are usually not met, simple averaging often performs
as well as and sometimes better than other approaches
(Clemen 1989).

Regardless of the aggregation method, the poten-
tial benefit from combining estimates is greatly lim-
ited by correlation in judgment errors. For example,
if judgment errors have a common variance and pair-
wise correlations of ρ�0.25, the information that could
be extracted from even a very large number of judg-
ments will be less than only four equivalent indepen-
dent judges (Clemen and Winkler 1985). In practice,
dependence often emerges because shared information
leads to similar judgments. Even though the shared
information may be highly informative, the benefits of
averaging across many judges are limited because a
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significant proportion of the average judgment repre-
sents the same information being repeated. We refer to
this as the shared-information problem.
In this paper, we introduce a judgment aggrega-

tion method that can mitigate the shared-information
problem and yield a more accurate crowd estimate.
To do this, we propose augmenting the standard elici-
tation procedure, so that in addition to providing their
own judgments, individuals also guess how others
will respond (Prelec 2004). By asking this additional
question, the decision analyst can estimate which part
of each judgment is shared and which part is pri-
vate information. The aggregation method, which we
call pivoting, then builds a crowd estimate by recom-
bining each of these shared and private pieces of
information in a Bayesian manner. This reduces the
judgment error of the aggregate estimate to its min-
imum as the crowd size grows large. We introduce
several variations on pivoting, each of which makes
different assumptions about how information may be
distributed across judges. Finally, we present four stud-
ies that examine the accuracy of pivoting in both con-
trolled and real-world contexts.

2. Literature Review
Past efforts at addressing the shared-information prob-
lem can be viewed as falling into two categories—
information-focused and judge-focused. Information-
focused methods seek to reduce the weight on shared
information or a common prior and to increase the
weight on private information. An example is a win-
ner-take-all forecasting contest, in which judges may
have an incentive to shade forecasts toward their
own private information to differentiate themselves
and increase their chances of winning (Ottaviani and
Sørensen 2006). Because of the greater weight on pri-
vate information, the average forecast can be more
accurate in a competitive crowd (Lichtendahl et al.
2013). An alternative approach asks forecasters to
reveal their private and shared information, leaving
it to a decision analyst to combine them. Chen et al.
(2004) show how such decomposed judgments can be
obtained in a coordination game.
Another information-focused approach is to have

the decision analyst make an educated guess about
the shared information or common prior. For exam-
ple, the decision analyst might assume a common prior
of 0.5 when assessing the probability of a binary event.
If judges individually possess little private informa-
tion, their individual judgments are likely to coalesce
near the prior. Across judges, however, private infor-
mation may be substantial. The decision analyst can
account for this by “extremizing” the combined judg-
ment relative to the assumed prior, pushing probabil-
ities closer to 0 and 1 (Baron et al. 2014). Similar logic
applies to point estimates. Kim et al. (2001) propose a

model in which formerly private information becomes
commonly known over time. In a multi-period setting,
they suggest using average past forecasts as a proxy for
current-period shared information. The overweighting
of shared information can be remedied “by adding a
positive multiple of the change in the mean forecast to
the current mean forecast” (p. 335).

Judge-focusedmethods seek to assignmoreweight to
more knowledgeable, accurate, or contributory judges
(Budescu and Chen 2015). It is plausible that better
judges possess extra information in addition to what
is commonly held. Thus, by weighting the answers of
more accurate judgesmore heavily, thesemethodsmay
have the added benefit of reducing the weight given to
shared information. To identify these judges, the deci-
sion analyst can rely on cues to expertise, such as past
accuracy (e.g., Armstrong 2001, Mannes et al. 2014).

Prelec et al. (2017) develop an innovative, nonpara-
metric, categorical approach they call the “surprisingly
popular” (SP) algorithm (first introduced by Prelec and
Seung 2006). Judges report both their own choice and
estimate the frequencies of others’ choices. The SP algo-
rithm selects the surprisingly popular answer—the one
that more people vote for than expected. The algo-
rithm, which requires no past data, is judge-focused in
the sense that it seeks to identify the answer favored
by the most knowledgeable judges. The methodology
has been extended tomulti-question contexts andnoisy
responses (McCoyandPrelec 2017) and canhandle con-
tinuous quantities by discretizing the response scale.
In theory, the SP algorithm will identify the correct
answer as the crowd size grows large. In practice, the
algorithm has been shown to outperform other meth-
ods, such as majority rule and confidence-weighted
voting.

The pivotingmethod that we propose in this paper is
information-focused. The goal is to estimate the judg-
ment of a hypothetical rational agent with access to all
of the information distributed across all of the judges.
Pivoting shares several features in common with the
SP algorithm. Both methods ask judges to predict the
responses of others, which provides information about
the signal-generating process. This process is assumed
to be known to judges but not to the analyst. In addi-
tion, both methods improve upon simple aggregation
rules bymaking a contrarianmodification to the crowd
opinion. The SP algorithm accomplishes this by select-
ing the surprisingly popular answer. In contrast, piv-
oting modifies the crowd opinion by adjusting away
from the prediction of others. This adjustment is anal-
ogous to extremizing and similar to the Kim et al.
(2001) adjustment away from the previous period’s
mean as described earlier. In fact, extremizing can be
viewed as a special case of pivoting in which judg-
ments are adjusted away from a central value. Finally,
both pivoting and SP provide aggregation rules, which
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distinguish them from peer prediction mechanisms
that improve crowd judgments by incentivizing truth
telling (Miller et al. 2005, Jurca and Faltings 2009) and
discouraging low-knowledge individuals from partic-
ipating (Witkowski et al. 2013). In contrast to SP, piv-
oting is explicitly designed for continuous judgments
and can, in theory, completely alleviate the shared-
information problem when the number of judges is
small.
One might hope that judges can address the shared-

information problem through information exchange
and discussion. However, research on group decision
making suggests the contrary. Shared information has
greater impact on group decisions than uniquely held
information—a phenomenon known in social psychol-
ogy as the common knowledge effect (Gigone and
Hastie 1993). Also, people often lack the correct intu-
itions about correlation and shared information (Soll
1999, Budescu and Yu 2007, Yaniv et al. 2009) and, thus,
may not recognize it as a problem to overcome in group
settings. Just as in the algorithmic combination of judg-
ments, shared information in a group setting enters the
aggregate multiple times and, thus, has an outsized
impact on the group decision.

3. The Shared-Information Problem
In the most general setting, information may be dis-
tributed haphazardly among judges as illustrated by
the exemplar general structure in Figure 1. Some infor-
mation set s is held by all judges, and additional infor-
mation may be held uniquely or by various subsets
of judges, represented by the overlap in the ovals in
the figure. Although averaging can be an effective way
to combine judgments, the shared signal s may bias
the result in this setting—each judge will use s in the
judge’s own judgment,meaning that s will comprise an
outsized portion of the average judgment. The general

Figure 1. Comparison of Information Structures
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Notes. A solid line around s indicates the presence of laypeople who observe shared information only. A dashed line indicates that, in addition
to s, mavens and experts observe another signal ti or t.

structure would be difficult if not impossible to analyze
because the possible sets of overlapping information
are combinatorially complex. Therefore, we consider
several idealized structures that approximate a range
of real-world situations. Whereas the models differ
substantially in their assumptions about how informa-
tion is distributed, they all imply a form of pivoting as
the optimal aggregation policy.

3.1. Laypeople, Experts, and Mavens
Our idealized models incorporate three types of peo-
ple: laypeople, experts, and mavens. Laypeople have
access to the shared signal and nothing else. Experts
have access to additional information, which they all
share. Mavens also have additional information be-
yond the shared signal; except in contrast to experts,
they hold it uniquely. The key difference between ex-
perts and mavens is that whereas additional mavens
are always valuable because they bring new informa-
tion, the value of additional experts is limited to reduc-
ing noise. In general structures, there is a continuum
between experts and mavens. Judges are more maven-
like to the extent that they possess additional informa-
tion that is held by few others. For the purpose of this
paper, we consider structures that have either experts
or mavens but not both.

3.2. Three Idealized Information Structures
The symmetric (S) information structure is the pre-
dominant setup used in previous literature (e.g., Kim
et al. 2001, Ottaviani and Sørensen 2006, Lichtendahl
et al. 2013). This model assumes that all judges have
access to the same shared information s, and addition-
ally, each judge i receives an equal amount of private
information, represented by ti in Figure 1. All judges
are mavens, and any given piece of information is held
by either everyone or by only one person. The S struc-
ture is a special case of the nested–symmetric (NS)
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structure. In the NS structure, some judges are laypeo-
ple who only observe s, and others are mavens, each
of whom observes a private signal ti in addition to s.
Finally, the nested (N) structure is comprised of laypeo-
ple and experts. As in the other two structures, all
judges have access to s, but experts also observe a com-
mon signal t. In all structures, the decision analyst does
not knowwhich judges possess additional information
yet wishes to extract their extra knowledge from every-
one’s responses. While the amount of total information
increases with the number of judges in the S and NS
structures, only two total signals are available to judges
in the N structure.

Although the assumptions of each model will rarely
hold exactly, the range of structures captures essen-
tial features of the shared-information problem. For
example, the NS structure could be a plausible approx-
imation to market situations in which judges supple-
ment public information with their own research. The
N structure can approximate situations in which some
people are very familiar with a judgment context and
others know less, such as predicting the outcome of a
college basketball game.

3.3. Linear Aggregation Problems
Let X denote the random variable being estimated,
which is distributed according to a known cumulative
distribution function F(X | θ) with unknown mean θ.
There are n judges, who share a common prior belief
π0(θ) over the variable of interest θ with mean µ0 and
finite variance σ2

0 . We assume a finite prior predictive
variance V0 ≡ Ɛ[(X − θ)2] <∞, where the expectation is
taken over F(X | θ) and π0(θ). All judges observe the
same shared signal s1, which equals the average of m1
independent observations of X. In addition, in the N
structure, some judges receive an additional signal t,
which equals the average of l independent observa-
tions of X. In the NS structure, some judges receive
an additional signal ti , which equals the average of
li independent and judge-specific observations with
equal numbers of observations, li � l, across judges.We
restrict our attention to families of distributions where
the posterior expectation can be written as a linear
combination of the prior expectation and the informa-
tion observed.
Definition 1. We say that the information aggregation
problem is linear if the posterior expectation of θ given
prior π0(θ), shared signal s1, and any such collec-
tion of private signals {t1 , . . . , tK} is given by Ɛ[θ |
π0 , s1 , t1 , . . . , tK] � (m0µ0 + m1s1 + l

∑K
k�1 tk)/(m0 + m1 +

lK) for some m0.
For linear information aggregation problems, the

prior mean µ0 can be thought of as representing m0
observations of independent realizations of X. It will
be convenient to define m ≡ m0 + m1 and s ≡ (m0µ0 +

m1s1)/m. Note that s, which we refer to as the shared

signal, is an amalgamation of the information con-
tained in µ0 and s1. After receiving the pair of signals
(s , ti), judge i updates the judge’s prior about θ accord-
ing to Bayes’ rule. The judge combines information
according to the weight w � l/(m+ l), which represents
the relative informativeness of private versus shared
information.We assume that this information structure
and the parameters m0, m1, and l are commonly known
by all judges. Three examples of random variables X,
which yield linear information aggregation problems,
include (1) a normal variable with unknown mean θ,
(2) a binomial variable with unknown probability θ of
success on each of the trials, and (3) a gamma variable
with known shape and unknown scale. A complete
characterization of the parameters, signals, and natural
conjugate families for each of these examples is pro-
vided in an electronic companion to this article.

The model treats information held by judges as
equivalent to independent samples that vary in size.
This modeling strategymakes it possible to capture the
relevant statistical features of judgment problems, such
as varying levels of expertise and information overlap.
Ideally, the decision analyst would like to determine
the global posterior expectation (GPE) of X, the estimate
Ɛ[X | π0 , s1 , t1 , . . . , tK] that efficiently combines all sig-
nals {s1 , t1 , . . . , tK} observed by all judges (Frongillo
et al. 2015).1

3.4. Addressing the Shared-Information
Problem With Pivoting

We illustrate the intuition behind pivoting by consid-
ering the case of information distributed according to
the S structure. The decision analyst would like to use
responses from each judge to build a crowd estimate
of X. Each judge produces a point estimate fi � (1−w) ·
s + wti equal to the mean of the judge’s predictive dis-
tribution for this quantity. This implies that a simple
average of the individual judgments fi is a weighted
average with weight (1 − w) on the shared signal and
weight w on the average of the private signals. Each
individual is partially repeating s, and therefore, the
simple average over-weights the shared signal rela-
tive to what is optimal. As the number of judges, n,
grows large, the average of the private signals con-
verges to the true mean θ by the law of large numbers
while the specific realization s of the shared signal
remains the same. As a result, when taking a sim-
ple average of the fi , any error resulting from s can-
not be reduced by simply including more judges. We
call this residual error shared-information bias, defined
as Ɛ[ f̄ − X | s , θ], the expected difference between the
average judgment and X given the shared information
and the true mean of X. In the S structure, the shared-
information bias equals (1−w)(s − θ).
The decision analyst can alleviate this bias by ask-

ing judges an additional question to help identify what
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part of their information is shared: “What do you think
will be the average judgment of the other n−1 judges?”
We show that, by asking for both a personal judgment
fi of X and also an estimate gi of others’ judgments,
the decision analyst can distinguish between informa-
tion that is common to all judges and information that
is specific to judge i. To incentivize judges, the deci-
sion analyst may choose any two strictly proper scoring
rules that elicit mean beliefs for both fi and gi .2 Judge i
knows that each other judge j observes both the shared
signal s and a different private signal t j , which has
mean θ, so the judge should provide a response of gi �

(1−w)s +wƐ[θ | s , ti]� (1−w)s +w fi � (1−w2)s +w2ti .
Although both responses will lie between the shared

and private signals, fi lands closer to the private infor-
mation while gi lands closer to the shared information.
This holds true on average as well; the average judg-
ment f̄ is shaded closer toward the average private
signal t̄ while the average guess of others ḡ is shaded
closer to the shared signal s. The decision analyst can
then exploit this difference to identify the shared and
private information, which can be recombined to elim-
inate shared-information bias.
Our proposed method starts at f̄ and pivots in dif-

ferent directions to produce estimates of t̄ and s as
shown in Figure 2. If the relative information weight
w is known, the decision analyst can estimate t̄ by
beginning with f̄ and pivoting in the direction oppo-
site of the average guess of others ḡ by a factor of 1/w.
Note that when the decision analyst estimates t̄, the
decision analyst completely removes the shared infor-
mation from the average judgment, but the decision
analyst’s ultimate estimate of θ should use s to some
extent as well. The decision analyst can estimate s by
starting with f̄ and pivoting in the direction toward ḡ
by a factor of 1/(1−w). The decision analyst then com-
bines the estimates ˆ̄t of the average private signal and ŝ
of the shared signal by weighting them in the optimal
Bayesian fashion. Details of these calculations can be
found in Equations (2)–(4) in Section 3.5, setting p � 1.
Of course, this example makes a number of simplify-

ing assumptions. In the following sections, we explore
different information structures and relax the assump-
tions that responses are noiseless and parameters are
known to the decision analyst.

Figure 2. Estimating the Private and Shared Signals in the S Information Structure When w ∈ (0, 1) Is Known

3.5. Developing a General Pivoting Procedure
While existing literature typically considers a sym-
metric information structurewith normally distributed
variables, in general, both the information structure
and distribution shape could vary. In this section, we
present a general pivoting procedure that accommo-
dates any linear information aggregation problem in
each of the S, N, and NS structures.

In many situations, judges may possess varying lev-
els of expertise or access to information with some
knowing more than others. To study these settings,
suppose that a proportion 1 − p of judges are laypeo-
ple, who only observe the shared signal s1, while the
remaining proportion p of judges are experts (in the N
structure) ormavens (in the NS structure), who observe
both s1 and an additional signal that allows them to
make better judgments. In the N structure, experts
receive an additional common signal t, which is inde-
pendent of s1 conditional on θ. In the NS structure,
each maven observes the maven’s own conditionally
independent private signal ti . Experts (mavens) are
assumed to share a common expectation p of the pro-
portion of other experts (mavens) in the crowd. The S
structure is a special case of NS with p � 1.

Proposition 1. If the information aggregation problem is
linear and judges are incentivized to provide their mean
beliefs, then it is optimal for each layperson i to provide
responses of f ∗i � g∗i � s and for each expert or maven i to
provide responses of

f ∗i � (1−w)s + wτi ,
g∗i � (1− pwη)s + pwητi ,

(1)

where

(τi , η)�
{
(t , 1) if N information structure,
(ti ,w) if NS information structure.

Proofs of all results can be found in the appendix.
To develop a general pivoting procedure, we begin

with the simple case where the decision analyst knows
w and p, and we then expand the procedure in Sec-
tion 4 to allow for uncertainty about these parameters.
Recall that the S structure is a special case of NS where
p � 1.
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1. Estimate the average private signal according to

ˆ̄t �



f̄ +
1

pw
( f̄ − ḡ)

if pw > 0 and S or NS structure,

f̄ +
1− pw

pw(1− p) ( f̄ − ḡ)

if pw > 0, p < 1, and N structure,

f̄ otherwise.

(2)

2. Estimate the shared signal according to

ŝ �



f̄ +
1

1− pw
( ḡ − f̄ )

if pw < 1 and S or NS structure,

f̄ +
1

1− p
( ḡ − f̄ )

if p < 1 and N structure,

f̄ otherwise.

(3)

3. Compute the aggregate estimate

θ̂ � α ˆ̄t + (1− α)ŝ ,

where α �


npw

npw + 1−w
if S or NS structure,

w if N structure.
(4)

The weight α in Equation (4) captures the relative
amount of information contained in the average pri-
vate and shared signals, respectively. In two cases, f̄
and ḡ are equal, and the procedure simply returns the
simple average f̄ as the crowd estimate: If w � 0, then
all information is shared, and f̄ � ḡ � s. If w � 1, then
all information is privately held, and f̄ � ḡ �

∑n
i�1 ti/n.

Proposition 2. If the information aggregation problem is
linear and judges report their true beliefs, then the crowd
estimate θ̂ given in Equation (4) is the GPE of X.

Proposition 2 shows that, in principle, the pivoting
procedure can recover the optimal point estimate of the
crowd. It is as if the decision analyst had direct access
to all the signals. In other words, pivoting completely
overcomes the problem of shared-information bias.
Of course, this will typically be unattainable because
judges report imperfectly and w and p are not known.

3.6. Noisy Responses
In practice, responses may deviate from optimality for
a variety of reasons. Cognitive limitations and men-
tal costs often prevent people from fully processing
all of the available information and working out the
optimal responses, leading to the use of simplifying
heuristics (Payne et al. 1993). In addition, judges may

be inconsistent in attending to and weighting informa-
tion, may have heterogeneous prior beliefs, and may
make mistakes when thinking about the behavior of
others. Relaxing the model of response behavior to
account for these deviations from optimality is a nec-
essary step to work with data from multiple judges
because not doing so would lead to an intractable, con-
tradictory set of equations.

Extending the results in Proposition 1 to accom-
modate response variation, assume that laypeople, on
average, estimate the shared signal s and, lacking
additional information, guess the same for the aver-
age response of others, so fi � gi � s + δi , where δi
is an independent mean-zero error. Experts will use
both signals s and t, combining them according to
the appropriate Bayesian weight w. In addition, they
know that they possess more knowledge than laypeo-
ple and expect that p of the other judges are experts
and 1− p of the other judges are laypeople. In the N
structure, experts will, therefore, provide a guess of
others’ judgments of gi � p fi + (1− p)s. In the NS struc-
ture, mavens expect that the judgment of other mavens
will be (1−w)s+wt̄−i , where t̄−i is their average private
signal. A maven’s best estimate of t̄−i is the maven’s
own judgment fi of the mean θ. Making the appropri-
ate substitutions and allowing for noise in responses, a
behavioral model of responses for an expert or maven i
(for all three structures) can be written as fi � (1−w)s+
wτi + εi and gi � (1− pwη)s + pwητi + pηεi + γi , where
εi and γi are independentmean-zero error terms. If this
behavioral model holds, pivoting will still outperform
the average judgment3 for a sufficiently large crowd
size n for each of the idealized information structures
as stated formally by the next proposition.

Proposition 3. Even with noisy responses, if the informa-
tion aggregation problem is linear, the tailored pivoted esti-
mate θ̂ specified in Equation (4) for a particular infor-
mation structure provides a lower expected squared error
than the average judgment f̄ for a sufficiently large crowd.
In the N structure, Ɛ[(θ̂N − θ)2] → (1 − w)2((m2

0σ
2
0 +

m2
1(V0/m1))/m2)+w2(V0/l) as n→∞while Ɛ[( f̄ −θ)2] ≥
(1 − pw)2((m2

0σ
2
0 + m2

1(V0/m1))/m2) + p2w2(V0/l). In the
S and NS structures, Ɛ[(θ̂NS − θ)2] → 0 as n→∞ while
Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] ≥ (1− pw)2((m2

0σ
2
0 + m2

1(V0/m1))/m2).

4. Practical Implementation of Pivoting
In practice, the decision analyst typically does not know
the parameters w and p of these information models
andmust estimate them from response data. In this sec-
tion,wepresentonepossible approach tomodifying the
pivoting procedure presented in Section 3.5 to account
for uncertainty in the parameter values in each of the
N, S, andNS structures.We also recognize that the deci-
sion analyst may not know which structure best corre-
sponds to the judges’ information setting. To address
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this, in Section 4.2, we propose a simple universal pro-
cedure calledminimal (M) pivoting.

4.1. A Procedure When Parameters Are Uncertain
To implement the N and NS procedures, the decision
analyst must use the response data to estimate the pro-
portion p of experts and mavens. We propose a simple
approach in which the decision analyst assumes that
fi � gi if and only if judge i is a layperson. The deci-
sion analyst can then simply calculate the proportion
of judges who provide a guess about others that differs
from their own judgment and use this in place of p in
Equation (4). Although some classification errors are
inevitable, preliminary analysis using the data from
Study 1 suggests that the accuracy of the method is
robust to moderate relaxations of the classification cri-
teria on the closeness between f and g. More formal
statistical classification procedures (e.g., cluster analy-
sis) could offer an alternative method for identifying
which judges are laypeople.
Next, in the S andNS structures, the decision analyst

needs an estimate of pw to implement the pivoting pro-
cedure. The behavioralmodel assumes that experts and
mavens provide responses of gi � (1− pw)s + pw fi + γi ,
where γi is a noise termwithmean zero that is indepen-
dent of s. If we assume that γi is normal and define q ≡
pw, we can estimate q using the slope coefficient q̂ from
a least-squares linear regressionof g on f amongmavens.
Let d be the number ofmavenswhoprovide judgments.
If d > 2, (q̂ − q)/sq follows a t-distribution with d − 2
degrees of freedom. Taking a uniform prior over the
possiblevaluesof q (π(q)�1[0, 1]) andusing the standard
error s q̂ as an estimate of sq , Bayes’ theorem allows us
to use the responses to derive the posterior distribution
f (q | q̂ , s q̂) ∝ t

q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q)1[0, 1]. In the general estimation pro-
cedure in Equation (4), q appears in the denominator
when estimating the average private and shared signals
in steps 1 and 2. This implies that any uncertainty in
the estimate of q will cause “over-pivoted” estimates of
both t̄ and s, leading to a biased estimate of θ in step
3. To solve this problem, the decision analyst should
instead pivot according to a hedged weight h that min-
imizes the expected squared error in estimating these
signals. The following algorithm provides an analogue
of the pivoting procedure in Equation (4) that accounts
for this uncertainty in q:
1. Compute f̄ and ḡ using the full set of responses
{( fi , gi)}n

i�1.
2. Count the number of judges d who gave a differ-

ent guess about others than their own judgment (count
all i such that fi , gi) and compute p̂ � d/n. In the S
structure, the decision analyst considers all judges to
be mavens and sets p̂ � 1 and d � n.

3. In the N structure or if d ≤ 2, the aggregate judg-
ment is

θ̂∗N �

{
f̄ + ( f̄ − ḡ)/p̂ if p̂ > 0,
f̄ if p̂ � 0.

4. In the S and NS structures when d > 2, estimate
the slope coefficient q̂ and its standard error s q̂ from a
simple least-squares linear regression of g on f within
the subset of data {( fi , gi) | fi , gi}.

5. Estimate the average private signal according to

ˆ̄t∗ � f̄ +
1

h∗private(q̂ , s q̂ , d)
( f̄ − ḡ),

where h∗private(q̂ , s q̂ , d)�
∫ 1

0 q2(1− q)2t
q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq∫ 1
0 q(1− q)2t

q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq
.

6. Estimate the shared signal according to

ŝ∗ � f̄ +
1

1− h∗shared(q̂ , s q̂ , d)
( ḡ − f̄ ),

where h∗shared(q̂ , s q̂ , d)�
∫ 1

0 q3(1− q)t q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq∫ 1
0 q2(1− q)t q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq
.

7. Compute the aggregate estimate

θ̂∗NS � α
∗ ˆ̄t∗ + (1− α∗)ŝ∗ , (5)

where4

α∗ �
nq∗

nq∗ + 1−w∗
, q∗ �

∫ 1
0 qt

q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq∫ 1
0 t

q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq
,

and w∗ �

∫ p̂

0 q t
q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq

p̂
∫ p̂

0 t
q̂ , sq̂

d−2 (q) dq
.

The symmetric estimate θ̂∗S is defined as a special
case of Equation (5) when the decision analyst consid-
ers all judges to be mavens and sets p̂ � 1 and d � n in
step 2 and uses the entire set of responses to estimate
the regression in step 4.

Proposition 4. The hedged weights h∗private(q̂ , s q̂ , d) and
h∗shared(q̂ , s q̂ , d) minimize the expected squared error in the
estimated average private signal ˆ̄t∗ and shared signal ŝ∗,
respectively.

Aside from hedging, the decision analyst may also
want to correct the pivoted crowd estimate to avoid
logically impossible values. For example, if individu-
als are estimating the probability of a binary event, it
would be reasonable to Winsorize the pivoted estimate
at 0 and 1.

To conclude, the general procedure specified in
Equation (5) allows the decision analyst to implement
pivoting in each of the S, N, andNS structures. We next
propose a simpler alternative that can remove shared-
information bias in all three structures.
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Figure 3. Pivoting Procedure to Calculate the Crowd Estimate in Different Information Structures for Large n When the
Parameters Are Known and pw > 0

Notes. In the N and M procedures, the equations given are exact for any n. In the S and NS procedures, the figure approximates the exact
formulas for θ̂S and θ̂NS given by Equation (4).

4.2. A Minimal Pivoting Procedure
If we set both parameters w � p � 1, we obtain a min-
imal (M) pivoting procedure. The minimal pivoting
estimate, defined as θ̂M ≡ f̄ + ( f̄ − ḡ) � 2 f̄ − ḡ, pivots
by a factor of one and provides a lower bound pivot
(assuming a large crowd) for the other three proce-
dures as shown in Figure 3. For a small crowd, this
may not hold because of the weight (1−α) given to the
estimate ŝ of the shared signal in Equation (3). How-
ever, as crowd size n increases, α converges to one, and
the pivoted estimate is approximated by the estimate
ˆ̄t of the average private signal in Equation (2), repro-
duced in the figure for each structure. Since both w
and p are, by definition, less than or equal to one, the
factors 1/w, 1/p, and 1/pw in the S, N, and NS esti-
mates, respectively, are all greater than or equal to one,
leading to a pivot at least as large as that in theminimal
procedure.
Because minimal pivoting adjusts away from the

average judgment in the correct direction, putting less
weight on the shared information, we can expect it
to outperform the average judgment. This advantage
of minimal pivoting is summarized in the following
proposition.

Proposition 5. If wp > 0, then the estimate θ̂M obtained
from the minimal pivoting procedure provides a lower ex-
pected squared error than the simple average f̄ with a suffi-
ciently large crowd in each of the three information structures.

Minimal pivoting thus offers a simple variant of
the general pivoting procedure that does not require
parameter estimates for w or p. We expect that it will
at least partially remove shared-information bias in a
large crowd in each of the S, N, and NS structures, thus
making it robust to differences in the information envi-
ronment. Although the minimal procedure pivots less
than the optimal amount in these three settings, there
are reasons to use it instead of a tailored procedure.
First, the three information structures we have studied
are only idealized forms; the real setting is likely to be
more general, in which case it is virtually impossible to
develop a pivoting procedure that produces the GPE.

The analyst can make a guess about the closest ideal-
ization, but if this guess is incorrect, the resulting pivot
can be unboundedly inaccurate. Meanwhile, there is a
limit to how far minimal pivoting might deviate from
the average judgment, which protects it from very large
errors. Second, judges may deviate from the behavioral
model we have specified, may misperceive w and p,
and may misidentify shared and private information.
All of these deviations could cause the regression to
estimate the wrong w and lead to over-pivoting or piv-
oting in the wrong direction. Again, these errors can
be unboundedly large, imposing a significant risk on
applying the model. For these reasons, minimal pivot-
ing provides a conservative alternative that will often
outperform the simple average but is not prone to egre-
gious mistakes.

In the next sections, we present the results of four
studies that investigate the accuracy of the individual
and crowd estimates in several settings and demon-
strate the benefits of the pivoting procedures in remov-
ing shared-information bias and improving the crowd
estimate.

5. Study 1: Testing Pivoting in Different
Information Settings

Study 1 focuses on two critical questions: (1) Does
the behavioral model of judgments provide a reason-
able characterization of participants’ responses? and
(2) Does the pivoting method offer an effective tech-
nique for producing an accurate estimate of the true
mean of the variable being estimated, especially in
comparison with simple averaging? To answer these
questions, we developed carefully controlled informa-
tion settings that correspond closely to our theoretical
framework. This allows us to study how participants
respond to specific private and shared signals and how
pivoting aggregates information empirically.

Participants predicted how many heads would ap-
pear in 100 flips of a biased two-sided coin. The bias
(i.e., the probability of heads) was unknown to par-
ticipants, who were told that it could be any number
between 1% and 99%. In the notation of Section 3, the
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binomial random variable X was the realized number
of heads in the N � 100 flips of the coin, and the true
mean θ was the bias of the coin. At the start of the
experiment, θ was drawn from a uniform distribution
on [0.01, 0.99], and this realized bias was then used
to generate sample flips that made up the information
that served as a basis for judgments. Shared informa-
tion was comprised of sample flips that everyone saw,
and private information was comprised of sample flips
seen by only one or some people. We examined nine
information settings, each with a different group of
participants as shown in Table 1. Participants in each
setting repeated the task for eight separate coins with
different biases and sample flips. Altogether, this gave
us 72 coins with which to test the pivoting method.

In the S structure, the parameter w is varied through
the number of shared and private flips. The weight of
w � 0.25 corresponds to a condition with nine com-
monly observed flips and three private flips (each
judge receives the judge’s own set of private flips). The
weight of w � 0.5 corresponds to a condition with nine
commonly observed flips and nine private flips, and
the weight of w � 0.75 corresponds to a condition with
three commonly observed flips and nine private flips.
In the NS structure, we set the weight at w � 0.5 and
varied the proportion p of mavens who each received
their own nine private flips in addition to the nine
commonly observed flips. The N structure was simi-
lar except that the nine additional flips were shared by
all experts. Therefore, the NS structure contains much
more information than the N structure because in the
former structure there is a large quantity of private
flips distributed across mavens. Because of this infor-
mational disparity, we expect that pivoting will have
the most benefit in the S and NS structures.

5.1. Methods
5.1.1. Participants. Responses were gathered by run-
ning a number of online forecasting challenges on
Amazon Mechanical Turk, each with a targeted size of
100 participants. Participants were recruited in three
batches, one for each of the information structures.
Within a batch, participants were randomly assigned
to a low, medium, or high w setting (S) or to a low,
medium, or high p setting (NS and N). In the latter two
structures, participantswere also randomly assigned to
be laypeople, experts, ormavens as appropriate in propor-
tion to p. Participants were quizzed to make sure they
understood the task and response scales—330 potential
participants “screened out” and never performed our
task. An additional 222 participants started the study
but did not finish it, and 1,030 participants (Mage � 34,
60% male) provided complete data and were included
in the analysis. They spent an average of 10 minutes on
the task and were compensated $0.50 plus an average
bonus of $1.19.

5.1.2. Procedure. Participants were told that they
would be participating in eight separate coin predic-
tion tasks and that a new coin (with chances of heads
anywhere between 1% and 99%) would be randomly
selected for each task. To help develop an intuition for
the task, they were told the following: We will be show-
ing you flips from biased coins. A biased coin is one that
is tilted in favor of coming up either heads or tails. In case
you’re curious, these are virtual coins. The flipping is done
by computer using a random number generator.
They were also informed that after the experiment

we would randomly select one of the coins and flip it
100 times (virtually) to calculate their bonus payment.
For their forecast of the number of heads, they started
with $1, and five cents were subtracted for every unit
by which the forecast differed from the actual number
of heads observed in 100 new flips of the coin. In addi-
tion, the same payment scheme was used to reward
their accuracy in guessing the average prediction of
others. Bonuses for each response were not allowed to
fall below zero.

Participants provided answers for one practice coin
to become familiar with the task and eight additional
coins presented in a random order. For a given partic-
ipant, the coins all shared the same information struc-
ture as well as the same w and p values. The coins
differed in their true biases θ and the samples gen-
erated based on that θ. In the N and NS structures,
participants kept the same role as an expert, maven,
or layperson for all coins (role labels were not com-
municated to them). Participants in the layperson role
were not aware that other participantswould be getting
additional flips, but participants in the maven (expert)
roles were informed of the proportion of participants
who were mavens (experts). Participants were asked to
provide their own best forecast of the number of heads
and a guess of the average forecast of others on sliding
scales with an initial position of 50 (see Figure 4). In the
N condition, the label for private flips was changed to
“Additional Flips” to help clarify that these flips were
shared by the fraction of participants who observed
them. After completing this task for all eight coins, par-
ticipants answered several demographic questions.

5.2. Results
5.2.1. Is There Evidence for the Behavioral Model?
The experiment allows us to control the signals par-
ticipants receive and to compare their responses with
normative benchmarks. Given the information that
each participant saw, we imputed the relative weight
that the participant placed on private versus shared
information. For all experts and mavens i, we esti-
mated the implied weight on private information for
each response ri according to (ri − s)/(τi − s). Implied
weights were not calculated for laypeople, who receive
only a shared signal s, or for cases in which s and τi
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Table 1. Study 1 Experimental Design and Number of Participants in Each Condition

Nested–symmetric Symmetric Nested

p � 0.25 p � 0.5 p � 0.75 p � 1 p � 0.25 p � 0.5 p � 0.75

w � 0.25 119
w � 0.5 111 112 117 101 112 119 114
w � 0.75 125

were equal. Finally, weights outside the range [0, 1]
were Winsorized (i.e., set equal to the nearer of zero
and one) since responses outside the interval suggest
that the two signals were not being combined.
We first consider the average of these implied

weights across all participants for each coin in the S
information structure, where we varied the true rela-
tive information weight w across conditions. The left
panel of Figure 5 shows the average weights implied by
the individual forecasts fi and the optimal weight w,
represented by the dashed identity line. Not surpris-
ingly, participants combined their private and shared
information in a way that was close to optimal when

Figure 4. Example of the Experimental Interface for a Maven in the NS Structure

providing their own forecast. The correlation between
the average implied weight and the Bayesian optimal
weight for forecasts across the 24 coins was 0.98.

However, to be effective, the pivoting method also
requires judges to guess others’ forecasts accurately,
which depends crucially on their ability to think vicar-
iously. As a result, an equally important question is
whether participants were able to correctly use avail-
able information when guessing the average forecast of
the other participants. In other words, in the S struc-
ture, for example, did they, on average, place a weight
of w2 on their private signal and a weight of (1−w2) on
the shared signal when reporting gi? The right panel
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Figure 5. Average Winsorized Implied Weights Placed on Private Signal ti Relative to the Shared Signal s Across the 24 Coins
in the S Information Structure
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of Figure 5 shows the average weights implied by gi
across judges for each coin and the dashed optimal
weight w2 from Proposition 1. Although the individual
weights varied substantially, participants, on average,
used weights that were close to optimal here as well.
The correlation between the average implied weight
and the Bayesian optimal weight for guessing others
across the 24 coins was 0.96.
Next, we considered the implied weights in the NS

and N structures, where we fixed w � 0.5 and varied
the proportion p. On average, experts and mavens put
a weight of 0.29 on their private information in predict-
ing others, compared with an average optimal weight
of 0.19 across the coins in these settings. Contrary to
the theory, participants were insensitive to p (r �−0.01
across the two structures). One potential reason for
this is that a constrained optimal range (between 0.06
and 0.38) in these settings may have made it difficult
to detect a relationship. Also, participants may have
had difficulty coming up with a single estimate that

Figure 6. Performance of f̄ and the Respective Tailored Pivoting Method in Each of Three Information Structures
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aggregates over laypeople and experts (mavens), lead-
ing to noisy estimates.
5.2.2. Does the Pivoting Method Outperform Simple
Averaging of Forecasts? Finally, and most impor-
tantly, we test how well the pivoting method performs
at recovering the truemean θ for each coin.We applied
the four pivoting algorithms θ̂∗S, θ̂

∗
NS, θ̂

∗
N , and θ̂M to the

response data, comparing the accuracy of the pivoted
estimates against the accuracy of the simple average
forecast f̄ . Figure 6 displays the absolute differences
between each of these crowd estimates and the true
mean θ for each coin, using the appropriate pivoting
method in each information structure. Points below the
dotted line indicate coins for which the absolute error
of f̄ was higher than the absolute error of the pivoted
estimate θ̂∗ for that respective structure.
In the S structure, the pivoted estimate θ̂∗S had a sig-

nificantly lower absolute error than f̄ in estimating θ
(|θ̂∗S −θ | � 4.02 (s .d.� 3.81)< | f̄ −θ | � 6.06 (s .d.� 4.76),
paired t(23) � 3.43, p � 0.002), and outperformed the
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average forecast for 19 of the 24 coins. In the NS struc-
ture, the pivoted estimate θ̂∗NS also had a significantly
lower absolute error than f̄ in estimating θ (|θ̂∗NS −
θ | � 7.48 (s .d. � 7.22) < | f̄ − θ | � 10.25 (s .d. � 7.78),
paired t(23) � 3.52, p � 0.002), outperforming the aver-
age forecast for 18 of the 24 coins. In the N structure,
however, the pivoted estimates provided only a small
improvement, reducing the average absolute error from
| f̄ − θ | � 7.91 (s .d. � 4.99) to |θ̂∗N − θ | � 7.63 (s .d. �
3.71, paired t(23) � 0.42, p � 0.68) and outperforming
the average forecast for only 13 of the 24 coins. This
lower performance is perhaps unsurprising because of
the inherently restricted information in this setting—
there are only two total signals available to the judges
in the N structure, so even perfectly removing shared-
information bias offers limited benefit in forecast accu-
racy, particularly when the proportion of experts is
high.
In practice, the decision analyst may not know the

appropriate information structure, so to test the robust-
ness of the pivoting method, we studied the perfor-
mance of each estimation procedure across all three
structures.Wealso considered the averageperformance
of the individual forecasts fi for each coin. The aver-
age absolute errors for each estimation procedure are
displayed in Table 2. First, we note the unsurprising
result that the simplewisdom of crowds offers a sizable
improvement in accuracy. Over all structures, the aver-
age forecast reduced error by 32% relative to the indi-
vidual forecasts. If the decision analyst chooses the cor-
rect tailored procedure for each of the three structures
in Table 2 (e.g., θ̂∗S in S), pivoting achieves an average
error of 6.38, representing a 46% reduction in error rel-
ative to the individual forecasts. Minimal pivoting per-
forms nearly as well with an average error of 6.59—a
44% reduction in error relative to the individual fore-
casts.
Additionally, we studied the performance of the

global posterior expectation θ̂GPE for each coin and

Table 2. Performance of Different Estimation Procedures in
the Different Information Structures

Information structure Over all
Symmetric Nested–symmetric Nested structures

Estimation
procedure

fi 10.84 13.83 10.78 11.82
f̄ 6.06 10.25 7.91 8.07
θ∗S 4.02 7.65 7.72 6.46
θ∗NS 4.86 7.48 8.04 6.79
θ∗N 3.33 8.05 7.63 6.34
θ̂M 3.76 8.34 7.68 6.59
θ̂GPE 2.02 1.41 5.51 2.98

Notes. Each entry in the table provides the average of the absolute
distance between the estimate θ̂ and the true θ across the set of 24
coins in that structure. The final row provides the average over all 72
coins considered.

Figure 7. Reduction in Absolute Error Achieved by Minimal
Pivoting (Relative to the Simple Average) Versus Absolute
Shared-Information Bias for All 72 Coins
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summarized the results in Table 2. These errors quan-
tify the theoretically achievable accuracy of the esti-
mate if all signals were directly available to the decision
analyst, offering a useful benchmark against which to
compare pivoting. Over all 72 coins, minimal pivot-
ing achieved 29% of this potential improvement (the
gap between the accuracy of averaging and the accu-
racy of the GPE), ranging from 10% of the theoretically
achievable error reduction in the N structure to 57%
of the theoretically achievable error reduction in the S
structure.

Finally, we studied the improvement of minimal piv-
oting as a function of the shared-information bias that
was present for each coin, displayed in Figure 7. When
the shared signal is highly accuratewith near-zero bias,
pivoting cannot offer any improvement over averag-
ing and may even reduce accuracy in the crowd esti-
mate because of noise introduced by its added com-
plexity. However, as the shared-information bias grows
larger, we observe steadily increasing average bene-
fits from the pivoting procedure. In practice, of course,
the shared-information bias is not known a priori. The
results show that the pivoting method, on average,
leads to improvement in all three information struc-
tures with strongest performance in the S structure,
where the ratio of private to shared information is
highest.

6. Study 2: Comparing Incentive Schemes
We designed a follow-up study to answer two ques-
tions: (1) How does the minimal pivoting proce-
dure compare with existing alternatives, such as a
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Table 3. Study 2 Experimental Design and Number of Participants in Each Condition

Elicit guess of others gi?

No Yes

w � 0.25 w � 0.5 w � 0.75 w � 0.25 w � 0.5 w � 0.75
Incentives

Accuracy 55 59 62 57 66 70
Winner-take-all 71 66 66 68 46 60

winner-take-all forecasting contest (Lichtendahl et al.
2013) for removing shared-information bias and in-
creasing forecast accuracy? and (2) Does the addition of
the guessing others question affect the individual fore-
casts in a significant way? To address these questions,
we designed a 2 (payment incentive: accuracy versus
winner take all) × 2 (guess others: yes versus no) × 3
(information weight: 0.25 versus 0.5 versus 0.75) exper-
iment with participants randomly assigned to one of
the 12 conditions. The forecasting task corresponded
to the symmetric condition in Study 1. Participants
repeated the task for eight separate coins.

6.1. Participants and Procedure
Participants were recruited in a single batch on Ama-
zonMechanical Turk (1,356 individuals started the sur-
vey, and 1,208 completed it). As in Study 1, several
screens were used to ensure that participants under-
stood the task and the payment scheme for their con-
dition. As a result, 412 participants were screened
out and never completed the main task. Because of
the importance of the response format and incentive
scheme, an additional 50 responses with duplicate IP
addresses were removed, leaving 746 participants that
were subjected to analysis (Mage � 36, 57% male) as dis-
played in Table 3. In each accuracy–incentives condi-
tion, participants were paid a bonus of $1 minus five
cents for each unit of absolute error for both their fore-
cast of the number of realized heads in the 100 new
flips and their guess of the average forecast of others
when applicable. In eachwinner-take-all condition, the
participant whose forecast was closest to the realized
number of heads (with ties broken randomly) was paid
a $50 bonus. Participants spent an average of 11 min-
utes completing the survey and received a fixed $0.50
payment plus an average bonus of $1.23.

6.2. Results
Altogether, the design provides 96 coins with which
to compare elicitation procedures and incentives. To
avoid low cell sizes, we collapsed across the three lev-
els of information weight. As shown in Table 4, the
simple average f̄ improved accuracy substantially over
the average individual fi . Across all coins, averaging
reduced error by 47% compared with the average indi-
vidual judge. There were no significant differences
across conditions.

Table 4. Mean Absolute Errors |θ̂− θ | Across the 24 Coins
for Different Crowd Estimation Procedures

Accuracy incentives Winner-take-all

Elicit Elicit Elicit Elicit
fi only fi and gi fi only fi and gi

Estimation
procedure

fi 10.19 10.61 10.17 10.74
f̄ 6.22 6.11 5.99 5.82
θ̂M — 4.20 — 4.00
θ̂GPE 2.11 2.44 2.74 2.12

Next, to compare aggregation methods, we included
only the48coins forwhichparticipantsguessed theesti-
mates of others. We employed a mixed ANOVA model
with aggregationmethod as awithin-participant factor
and payment incentives as a between-participants fac-
tor. As expected,minimal pivoting (mean improvement
� 62.1%, s .d.� 27.0%) outperformed the simple average
(mean improvement � 48.4%, s .d. � 25.8%), F � 19.1,
p < 0.001. Therewas no effect of payment incentive (F �

0.14, p � 0.712) and no interaction (F � 0.01, p � 0.904).
Replicating Study 1, pivoting provided a large and

clear advantage over simple averaging.Winner-take-all
incentives provided an additional 3% error reduction
compared with the average judge although this result
was not significant. Of course, judges in the present
study were untrained and inexperienced. A compet-
itive crowd may be more effective with experienced
judges who, over time, learn that they can obtain
higher expected payoffs by shading responses toward
their private information.

7. Study 3: Estimating Grocery Prices
Studies 3 and 4 tested the pivoting method using real-
world stimuli. For Study 3, we purchased 10 differ-
ent bundles of nonperishable grocery items at a Target
store near Duke University. Bundles were composed
of three items, which were displayed on a table so
that participants had the opportunity to pick up and
physically inspect themwhile providing their answers.
Examples of items include a bottle of 190 L’il Critters
Gummy Vites Sour Complete multivitamins ($10.93),
a 5-oz. can of Wild Planet wild albacore tuna in extra
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virgin olive oil ($4.19), and an 11-oz. bag of Stauffer’s
Animal Crackers ($1.00).

7.1. Participants and Procedure
We recruited 49 volunteers passing through the stu-
dent union to estimate the total price of the items in
each bundle. Participants were compensated with a
fixed payment of $5. For each bundle, participants esti-
mated the total cost to purchase the three items at reg-
ular price and then guessed the average estimate that
would be given by all of the other participants. Actual
prices of the bundles ranged from $2.01 to $33.21, with
a mean price of $15.00 and a median price of $13.62.

7.2. Results
For each bundle, we compared individual judg-
ments fi , the average judgment f̄ , and the estimates θ̂∗
from the S, N, NS, and M pivoting procedures to the
true price θ at the store. The mean absolute judgment
error of a single individual (∑49

i�1 | fi − θ |) across the 10
questions was $8.10. The average percentage improve-
ment over the mean individual judgment error was
5.92% for f̄ . Each of the pivoting procedures yielded
significantly better average percentage improvements
than f̄ : 11.77% for the M procedure θ̂M (paired t(9) �
2.17, p � 0.058), 13.34% for the S procedure θ̂∗S (paired
t(9) � 2.27, p � 0.049), 14.25% for the N procedure θ̂∗N
(paired t(9) � 2.22, p � 0.054), and 13.91% for the NS
procedure θ̂∗NS (paired t(9) � 2.19, p � 0.056). Because
of the small number of grocery bundles, we also ran
Wilcoxon signed rank tests for each comparison and
obtained similar results (p � 0.064 for all four compar-
isons). The pivoted estimates θ̂M , θ̂∗S, θ̂

∗
N , and θ̂∗NS each

outperformed the average judgment f̄ on 7 out of the
10 questions.
When guessing what other judges would say, on

average, 70% of gi were equal to the participant’s own
judgment fi (yielding p̂ � 0.30). In addition, the average
judgment and average guess about others were gener-
ally not far apart (mean | f̄ − ḡ | � $0.65, s .d.� $0.54). As
a result, the pivoted estimates were fairly close to the
simple average of participants’ individual judgments.
Despite this, the small adjustments made to the aver-
age judgment still allowed pivoting to outperform the
average judgment, roughly doubling the improvement
from simple averaging.

8. Study 4: Predicting NCAA Men’s
Basketball Tournament Games

In our fourth study, we tested the pivoting procedures
in a binary-outcome setting by asking participants to
estimate the probability that each team would win
across 120 different games in the early rounds of the
2014, 2015, and 2016 NCAA Division I Men’s Basket-
ball Tournaments.

8.1. Participants and Procedure
Participants were recruited through ClearVoice Re-
search in 2014 and through Amazon Mechanical Turk
in 2015 and 2016 and were invited to participate in a
web survey in exchange for a payment of $0.50 and
a bonus of up to $2 based on the accuracy of their
responses. On the consent screen, participants were
informed that they would be predicting the outcomes
of upcoming NCAA tournament (“March Madness”)
games and directed to participate if they were fans of
college basketball or excited about the tournament.

For those predicting the “Round of 64,” the games
were divided into two sets so that each participant
predicted 16 of the games. Participants predicting the
“Round of 16” predicted all eight games in that round.
For each of the 16 or eight games, participants selected
a winner and assigned a probability on a scale from
50% to 100% that their chosen team would win. After
providing this estimate, they then estimated the aver-
age probability ofwinning (on a scale from 0% to 100%)
that other participants would assign to their chosen
team. Each game was presented on a separate screen.
Bonus payments were based on a rescaled quadratic
scoring rule, which was displayed graphically above
each game they were asked to predict. At the end of
the survey, one game was randomly selected, and par-
ticipants were paid based on the outcome of the game.
Accuracy in guessing others was not compensated.
Altogether, a total of 712 individuals participated in
the study. Because the data were collected over time,
the number of participants varied for different sets
of games: n � 73 for 32 games (2014); n � 164 for eight
games (2014); n � 52 for 16 games (2015); n � 48 for 16
games (2015); n � 101 for eight games (2015); n � 65
for 16 games (2016); n � 56 for 16 games (2016); n � 80
for eight games (2016). Participants spent an average
of 10 minutes completing the survey and received an
average bonus of $1.54.

8.2. Results
We used two different standards to examine the perfor-
mance of estimation procedures: outcomes and mar-
ket. The outcomes approach entails scoring estimates
by comparing them with the binary outcomes across
each of the 120 games using a proper rule. The Brier
score for each game r is calculated by comparing a par-
ticular estimate yr of team 1winningwith the indicator
variable Xr for whether team 1 won the game or not
according to the formula (yr −Xr)2. Lower Brier scores
indicate more accurate estimates with a score of 0.25
corresponding to a “know-nothing” judge who reports
50% for every game. The market approach involves
comparing the closeness of the different procedures
with the probabilities implied by online betting web-
sites. There is good reason to believe that bookmakers
and participants in betting markets are more interested
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in the games and possess more information than par-
ticipants in the study. As a result, the market proba-
bilities provide a natural benchmark to measure the
accuracy of other estimates in the absence of objective
probabilities for each game.
To obtain themarket probability κr of team1winning

ingame r,wecollected thedecimalodds forbetsoneach
team winning from the websites 5Dimes, Bovada, top-
bet, BetOnline, MyBookie.ag, BetDSI, BookMaker, GT
Bets, SportBet, SportsBetting.com, and RealBet when
available. For each game, there are two decimal odds
quoted—one for betting on the event that team 1 will
win and the other for betting on the event that team
2 will win. There is typically a small spread between
the probabilities implied by each of these odds, which
is part of the bookmaker’s profit. Averaging these two
decimals to get the probability of team 1 winning based
on website k’s odds accounts for the implied probabil-
ities for the two teams summing to a number greater
than one. Letting o1rk be thedecimal odds on team1 and
o2rk be the decimal odds on team 2, we computed the
implied probability κrk for each website k by taking the
average of 1/o1rk and 1 − 1/o2rk and then computed
the market probabilities κr of team 1 winning by aver-
aging these implied probabilities κrk across all of the
websites with available odds.
As expected, the Brier score of individual estimates

fi (mean score � 0.232, s .d. � 0.121) were improved
significantly by combining responses across individ-
uals (mean score for f̄ � 0.189, s .d. � 0.122), paired
t(119) � 41.9, p < 0.001. Also as expected, the market
probabilities were even better (mean score for κ �

0.162, s .d. � 0.190) than the average estimate, paired
t(119) � 3.01, p � 0.003. Although each of the pivoted
estimates showed improvement over the simple aver-
age (mean score � 0.184 for θ̂∗S, 0.185 for θ̂∗N , 0.183
for θ̂∗NS, 0.186 for θ̂M), none of these differences were
statistically significant (e.g., paired t(119) � 1.36, p �

0.177 for the comparison between f̄ and θ̂M).
Comparing with market probabilities, individual

estimates are again significantly improved by averag-
ing (mean | fi −κ | � 0.198>mean | f̄ −κ | � 0.125, paired
t(119)� 17.1, p < 0.001). The pivoting procedures bring
the crowd estimates further toward the market prob-
abilities than the simple average. The mean difference
|θ̂M − κ | � 0.116 between the minimal estimates and
the market probabilities was significantly lower than
| f̄ − κ | (paired t(119) � 3.57, p < 0.001). This difference
was also significantly lower for the N estimates, mean
|θ̂∗N − κ | � 0.112 (paired t(119) � 3.41, p < 0.001), but
was not significantly lower for the S estimates, mean
|θ̂∗S − κ | � 0.116 (paired t(119) � 1.80, p � 0.075), or the
NS estimates, mean |θ̂∗NS − κ | � 0.119 (paired t(119) �
1.05, p � 0.298).
The superior performance of the market probabil-

ities is not surprising, because they represent the

aggregate views of bookmakers and casinos with sig-
nificant sums of money on the line. However, mar-
ket probabilities may not be available in other pre-
diction settings, and a decision analyst might need to
choose between other estimation procedures, such as
simple averaging and minimal pivoting. In our set-
ting, these alternatives can be compared based on how
close they come to the benchmark κ (i.e., the mar-
ket probabilities). We found that minimal pivoting led
to a directionally better Brier score and significantly
improved estimates using this benchmark. Overall, the
results replicate the finding that minimal pivoting can
improve upon the average estimate and, moreover, can
be beneficial in the aggregation of probabilities.

9. General Discussion
The fact that people rely on a combination of shared
and private information poses a major challenge to
the aggregation of judgments. It is well established
that one of the most effective ways to combine judg-
ments is to average responses. However, shared infor-
mation induces correlation in judgment errors, which
severely limits the ability to reduce error through aver-
aging (Clemen and Winkler 1985). For any given ques-
tion, shared information will typically bias all judg-
ments in the same direction. This shared-information
bias cannot be removed by averaging. We discussed
this problem in the context of several information set-
tings. Whereas past research has focused on an S struc-
ture in which each judge has both shared and pri-
vate information, we have additionally studied two
more structures—N and NS. In both of these struc-
tures, some judges are laypeoplewho have access to only
shared information and others are experts or mavens
who have access to more information (which is shared
among experts in N and unique for each maven in NS).
For each structure, we developed a specialized pi-

voting procedure that, under idealized conditions,
removes the entire shared-information bias. The proce-
dures involve asking judges for both a judgment of the
criterion and an estimate of what other judges will say
on average. In principle, judges should weight shared
information more heavily in predicting others than in
predicting the criterion itself. We showed that this dif-
ference can be exploited by starting at the mean judg-
ment f̄ and pivoting away, by an appropriate amount,
from the mean estimate of others ḡ. The logic behind
pivoting is that the shared information contained in ḡ
is over-weighted in f̄ because it is part of everyone’s
judgment. Pivoting away from ḡ thus reduces the influ-
ence of the shared information to an appropriate level.
In practice, the implementation of pivoting is com-

plicated by error-prone judges and general informa-
tion structures that do not perfectly match the ideal-
ized forms that we have studied. We addressed the
first problem by proposing a behavioral model that
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accounts for judgmental error. By regressing the indi-
vidual responses gi on fi , the decision analyst can
recover the weight that judges put on private versus
shared information, which is one of the inputs in deter-
mining how much to pivot. We address the problem
of generalizability by offering a minimal pivoting pro-
cedure that makes no assumptions. This procedure
entails less correction than the others and pivots by an
amount equal to the distance between f̄ and ḡ, such
that θ̂M � 2 f̄ − ḡ.
We tested the three specialized procedures and min-

imal pivoting in four studies and found that pivot-
ing consistently outperformed the simple average. In
Study 1, we constructed the settings, sowe knewwhich
procedure should perform the best. Although overall
the tailored procedures performed best in Study 1, all
of the procedures achieved similar levels of accuracy
across studies. Moreover, it is also the case that some
procedures pivot more than others, which suggests
that there is some risk of overcorrecting for shared
information if the incorrect procedure is used. The risk
may be more serious in practice because real-world
information structures are unlikely to perfectly match
the idealized forms we have studied. We offer the min-
imal pivoting procedure as an alternative that carries
the least risk of overcorrecting, is simple to imple-
ment, and achieves similar performance to the other
procedures.

9.1. Pivoting as a Solution to the
Shared-Information Problem

Pivoting may seem like an unlikely approach to aggre-
gation because it appears to contradict the common
wisdom that an aggregate answer should be inside
the range of the estimates (in this case, f̄ and ḡ). Ide-
ally, judgments will bracket the truth by falling on
both sides of it, and thus, error can be canceled out
by averaging (Larrick and Soll 2006). Bracketing is
more likely, to the extent that judges have different
perspectives, rely on different information, and form
judgments independently to avoid anchoring (Soll and
Larrick 2009). One approach to extracting more crowd
wisdom, therefore, has been to focus on selectionmeth-
ods that recruit sufficient diversity of thought and
group processes that facilitate independent judgment
(Larrick et al. 2012). However, it may not always be
possible to assemble a crowd with sufficient diversity
to overcome the shared-information problem. In such
low-bracketing situations, averaging will make little
headway in reducing error compared with the average
individual. Pivoting can help here, adjusting the aver-
age using the additional question about others’ opin-
ions, which points to the location of the shared infor-
mation.
The aforementioned discussion provides some

insight into the strong relationship between the

effectiveness of pivoting and the size of the shared-
information bias (see Figure 7). To illustrate this, we
calculated the bracketing rate for each of the 72 coins
from Study 1. As expected, shared-information bias
and bracketingwere strongly negatively correlated (r �
−0.74). When the shared-information bias was low
(less than five units), two randomly selected judges
bracketed the truth 44% of the time (two independent
judges can be expected to bracket 50% of the time).
This implies that there were similar numbers of judg-
ments above and below the truth and that averaging
eliminated a large proportion of the error. In contrast,
when the shared-information bias was high (greater
than 15 units), the bracketing rate dropped to 12%,
leaving plenty of room for improving upon averaging,
provided that pivoting adjusts in the correct direction.

9.2. Limitations and Future Directions
We do not expect pivoting to lead to improvement in
every instance. It may be worse than simple averaging
when the shared information happens, by chance, to
be very accurate (this explains the left side of Figure 7).
It also cannot be expected to outperform simple aver-
aging when all information is either private or shared.
In these cases, we expect pivoting to perform about
as well as averaging. When all information is shared,
judges are likely to predict that others will give the
same judgment as their own. Even if they do deviate,
it is unlikely to be systematically in a given direction.
Thus, f̄ and ḡ will be close together, and pivoting will
produce an estimate very similar to f̄ . The same is
likely to happen when all information is private. Thus,
in situations where pivoting is unlikely to help, the
method is unlikely to result in much pivoting anyway.
As long as judges use their information to provide rea-
sonably sensible estimates of both the criterion and
what others will say, pivoting can correct for shared-
information bias to improve aggregate estimates. It is
also possible that people may not be able to distinguish
between private and shared information or may only
be able to make limited distinctions between what is
shared and what is unique to themselves. To the extent
that this is true, the average guess about others will be
similar to the average judgment, and pivoting will give
a similar result to simple averaging.

In principle, the potential to improve accuracy by
combining opinions is greatest when there are many
signals dispersed throughout the crowd, such as when
most judges are mavens. Indeed, the more mavens in
the conditions of Study 1, the more pivoting excelled.
This happened not only because there were more sig-
nals, but also because pivoting came closer to the
GPE when there were more mavens—it did a better
job of solving the shared information problem. This
can be seen by calculating relative improvement statis-
tics for the NS structure. Minimal pivoting captured
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3%, 29%, 46%, and 57% of the potential improvement
available above and beyond the accuracy of averag-
ing when the proportion of mavens was 0.25, 0.50,
0.75, and 1 (the S structure), respectively. Also, pivot-
ing did not help as much in the N structure where
there were experts instead of mavens. Together, these
observations suggest that there is a benefit to com-
posing crowds that are more S-like by including more
mavens. However, doing so would require identifying
judges’ types—a nontrivial task when data are scarce.
Because mavens’ unique information may cause them
to express discordant views, it may be difficult to dis-
tinguish true mavens from noisy laypeople or, worse
yet, crackpots. Incorporating the opinions of legitimate
mavens while simultaneously discounting the opin-
ions of less-informed judges poses a continuing chal-
lenge for future research.

9.3. Conclusion
We have developed a novel method for dealing with
shared-information bias in the aggregation of judg-
ments. By asking judges to estimate the average judg-
ment of others, it is possible to separate out shared and
private signals. The method proceeds by pivoting off
themean judgment in a direction away from the shared
signal, which corrects for the fact that the simple aver-
age over-weights shared information. Tailored varia-
tions of pivoting optimize the procedure for different
types of information settings. However, when in doubt
about the information setting or response behavior, we
have shown that a simple minimal pivoting procedure
achieves most of the benefits without a high risk of
pivoting too far.
Overcoming shared-information bias is difficult, and

much of the headway in addressing it to date has been
theoretical. The bias greatly limits the extent to which
aggregating judgments can reduce error, so the poten-
tial rewards from mitigating it are substantial. Future
research should develop new approaches, refine exist-
ing ones, and seek to identify what is most effective.
The results we have reported for pivoting suggest that
it is a worthy contender.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1. The optimal judgment for a layper-
son is f ∗(s1) � Ɛ[X | π0 , s1] � Ɛ[Ɛ[X | θ] | π0 , s1] � Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1]
� s. Likewise, the optimal judgment for expert or maven
i is f ∗(s1 , τi) � Ɛ[X | π0 , s1 , τi] � Ɛ[Ɛ[X | θ]|π0 , s1 , τi] � Ɛ[θ |
π0 , s1 , τi]� (1−w)s +wτi . The optimal guess about others for

layperson i is g∗ �Ɛ[∑ j,i f j/(n−1) | π0 , s1]. Conditioning over
the types of the other judges and assuming that all judges fol-
low the strategies f ∗ above, g∗ � Ɛ[(1− p) f ∗(s1)+ p f ∗(s1 , τ j) |
π0 , s1]� (1−w)s+wƐ[τ j | π0 , s1]. Iterating expectations yields
Ɛ[τ j |π0 , s1] � Ɛ[Ɛ[τ j | θ]|π0 , s1] � Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1] � s and g∗ � s.
Likewise, the optimal guess of others for expert or maven i
is g∗ � Ɛ[∑ j,i f j/(n − 1) | π0 , s1 , τi]. Again conditioning over
the types of the other judges and substituting the optimal
reporting strategies f ∗ above, g∗ �Ɛ[(1−p) f ∗(s1)+p f ∗(s1 , τ j) |
π0 , s1 , τi]. In the N structure, τ j � τi , so this simplifies to
g∗ � (1 − pw)s + pwτi . In the NS structure, Ɛ[τ j | π0 , s1 , τi] �
Ɛ[Ɛ[τ j | θ] | π0 , s1 , τi]� Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1 , τi]� (1−w)s +wτi , so g∗ �
Ɛ[(1− p)s + p((1−w)s + wτ j) | π0 , s1 , τi]� (1− pw2)s + pw2τi .

Proof of Proposition 2. In the NS structure (recall that S is a
special case of NS with p � 1), if pw > 0, then f̄ � (1− pw)s +
pw

∑pn
i�1(ti/(pn)), ḡ � (1 − p2w2)s + p2w2 ∑pn

i�1(ti/(pn)), and
θ̂NS � ((npw)/(npw + 1−w))( f̄ + (1/(pw))( f̄ − ḡ))+ ((1−w)/
(pnw + 1 − w))( f̄ + (1/(1 − pw))( ḡ − f̄ )) � ((1 − w)/(pnw +

1 − w))s + ((npw)/(npw + 1 − w))∑pn
i�1(ti/(pn)). We can then

write θ̂NS � (ms+ l
∑pn

i�1 ti)/(m+ lpn)� Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1 , t1 , . . . , tpn],
the GPE of X. If pw � 0, then either p � 0 and s1 is the
only signal observed by any judge or w � 0 and Ɛ[θ |
π0 , s1 , t1 , . . . , tpn] � Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1]. In each case, the GPE of X
is s � ḡ � θ̂NS . In the N structure, if pw > 0 and p < 1, then
f̄ � (1 − pw)s + pwt, ḡ � (1 − p2w)s + p2wt, and θ̂N � w( f̄ +
((1−pw)/(pw(1−p)))( f̄ − ḡ))+ (1−w)( f̄ + (1/(1−p))( ḡ− f̄ ))�
(1−w)s +wt. Then θ̂N � (ms + lt)/(m + l)� Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1 , t], the
GPE of X. If pw � 0, then either p � 0 and s1 is the only signal
or w � 0 and Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1 , t] � Ɛ[θ | π0 , s1]. In both cases, the
GPE of X is s � ḡ � θ̂N . If p � 1, then all judges are experts
and θ̂N � f̄ � (ms + lt)/(m + l), the GPE of X.

Proof of Propositions 3 and 5. For each structure (recall S is
a special case of NS with p � 1), we show that as n→∞ the
squared error in estimating θ when wp > 0 is smallest when
using the tailored pivoting procedure given in Equation (4),
larger when using θ̂M , and largest when using f̄ .

In the NS structure, f̄ � (1 − pw)s + pw
∑pn

i�1(ti/(pn)) +
(1 − p)∑n−pn

i�1 (δi/(n − pn)) + p
∑pn

i�1(εi/(pn)) and ḡ �

(1− p2w2)s + p2w2 ∑pn
i�1(ti/(pn))+ (1− p)∑n−pn

i�1 (δi/(n − pn))+
p2w

∑pn
i�1(εi/(pn)) + p

∑pn
i�1(γi/(pn)). Then Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] �

Ɛ[Ɛ[(((1 − pw)m0/m)(µ0 − θ) + ((1 − pw)m1/m)(s1 − θ) +
(pw/(pn))∑pn

i�1(ti − θ) + ((1 − p)/(n − pn))∑n−pn
i�1 (δi − 0) +

(p/(pn))∑pn
i�1(εi − 0))2 | θ]], where the outer expectation is

taken over π0(θ) and the inner expectation is taken over
the signals and error terms. Conditional on θ, the first
term is a constant, and all other terms are independent,
so the inner expectation is ((1 − pw)2m2

0/m2)(µ0 − θ)2 +

((1 − pw)2m2
0/m2)Var(s1 | θ) + (w2/n2)∑pn

i�1 Var(ti | θ) +
(1/n2)∑n−pn

i�1 Var(δi)+ (1/n2)∑pn
i�1 Var(εi), and the full expres-

sion simplifies to Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] � ((1 − pw)2m2
0/m2)σ2

0 + ((1 −
pw)2m2

1/m2)(V0/m1) + (pw2/(nl))V0 + ((1 − p)/n)Var(δ) +
(p/n)Var(ε). As n → ∞, Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] → (1 − pw)2((m2

0σ
2
0 +

m2
1(V0/m1))/m2). Next, θ̂M � 2 f̄ − ḡ � (1 − 2pw + p2w2)s +

(2pw− p2w2)∑pn
i�1(ti/(pn))+ (1− p)∑n−pn

i�1 (δi/(n− pn))+ (2p−
p2w)∑pn

i�1(εi/(pn)) − p
∑pn

i�1(γi/(pn)). Then Ɛ[(θ̂M − θ)2] �
Ɛ[Ɛ[(((1 − pw)2m0/m)(µ0 − θ) + ((1 − pw)2m1/m)(s1 −
θ) + ((pw(2 − pw))/(pn))∑pn

i�1(ti − θ) + ((1 − p)/(n − pn)) ·∑n−pn
i�1 (δi − 0) + ((2p − p2w)/(pn))∑pn

i�1(εi − 0) −
(p/(pn))∑pn

i�1(γi − 0))2 | θ]] � Ɛ[((1 − pw)4m2
0/m2)(µ0 − θ)2 +

((1− pw)4m2
1/m2)Var(s1 | θ)+ (w2(2− pw)2/n2)∑pn

i�1 Var(ti | θ)
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+ (1/n2)∑n−pn
i�1 Var(δi) + ((2 − pw)2/n2)∑pn

i�1 Var(εi) + (1/n2) ·∑pn
i�1 Var(γi)] � ((1 − pw)4m2

0/m2)σ2
0 + ((1 − pw)4m2

1/m2) ·
(V0/m1)+ ((pw2(2−pw)2)/n)(V0/l)+ ((1−p)/n)Var(δ)+ (p(2−
pw)2/n)Var(ε) + (p/n)Var(γ). As n → ∞, Ɛ[(θ̂M − θ)2] →
(1 − pw)4((m2

0σ
2
0 + m2

1(V0/m1))/m2). If wp > 0, this
outperforms the limiting squared error obtained by
using f̄ .

Finally, θ̂NS � ((npw)/(npw + 1 − w))( f̄ + (1/(pw)) ·
( f̄ − ḡ)) + ((1 − w)/(pnw + 1 − w))( f̄ + (1/(1 − pw))( ḡ − f̄ )) �
((1 − w)/(pnw + 1 − w))s + ((npw)/(npw + 1 − w)) ·∑pn

i�1(ti/(pn))+(1−p)∑n−pn
i�1 (δi/(n−pn))+(np/(npw+1−w)) ·∑pn

i�1(εi/(pn)) + ((np2w − np + p − pw)/((npw + 1 − w) ·
(1 − pw)))∑pn

i�1(γi/(pn)) and Ɛ[(θ̂NS − θ)2] � Ɛ[Ɛ[(((1 − w)/
(pnw + 1 − w))(m0/m)(µ0 − θ) + ((1 − w)/(pnw + 1 − w)) ·
(m1/m)(s1 − θ) + (w/(pnw + 1 − w))∑pn

i�1(ti − θ) + ((1 − p)/
(n − pn))∑n−pn

i�1 (δi − 0) + (1/(pnw + 1 − w))∑pn
i�1(εi − 0) +

((np2w − np + p − pw)/(pn(npw + 1 − w)(1 − pw))) ·∑pn
i�1(γi − 0))2 | θ]] � Ɛ[((1 − w)2m2

0/((pnw + 1 − w)2m2)) ·
(µ0 − θ)2 + ((1 − w)2m2

1/((pnw + 1 − w)2m2))Var(s1 | θ) +
(w2/((pnw + 1− w)2))∑pn

i�1 Var(ti | θ)+ (1/n2)∑n−pn
i�1 Var(δi)+

(1/(pnw + 1 − w)2)∑pn
i�1 Var(εi) + ((np2w − np + p − pw)2/

(p2n2(npw + 1 − w)2(1 − pw)2))∑pn
i�1 Var(γi)] � ((1 − w)2m2

0/
((pnw + 1 − w)2m2))σ2

0 + ((1 − w)2m2
1/((pnw + 1 − w)2m2)) ·

(V0/m1) + ((pnw2)/(pnw + 1 − w)2)(V0/l) + ((1 − p)/n) ·
Var(δ) + (pn/(pnw + 1 − w)2)Var(ε) + ((np2w − np + p −
pw)2/(pn(npw + 1−w)2(1− pw)2))Var(γ). If wp > 0, Ɛ[(θ̂NS −
θ)2]→ 0 as n→∞, which outperforms the limiting squared
error of θ̂M .

In the N structure, f̄ � (1 − pw)s + pwt + (1 − p) ·∑n−pn
i�1 (δi/(n − pn)) + p

∑pn
i�1(εi/(pn)) and ḡ � (1 − p2w)s +

p2wt + (1 − p)∑n−pn
i�1 (δi/(n − pn)) + p2 ∑pn

i�1(εi/(pn)) +

p
∑pn

i�1(γi/(pn)). Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] � Ɛ[Ɛ[(((1 − pw)m0/m)(µ0 − θ)
+ ((1 − pw)m1/m)(s1 − θ) + pw(t − θ) + ((1 − p)/(n −
pn))∑n−pn

i�1 (δi − 0) + (p/(pn))∑pn
i�1(εi − 0))2 |θ]]. The

inner expectation is ((1 − pw)2m2
0/m2)(µ0 − θ)2 + ((1 −

pw)2m2
0/m2)Var(s1 | θ)+p2w2Var(t | θ)+((n−pn)/n2)Var(δ)+

(pn/n2)Var(ε), so Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] � ((1 − pw)2m2
0/m2)σ2

0 + ((1 −
pw)2m2

1/m2)(V0/m1) + p2w2(V0/l) + ((1 − p)/n)Var(δ) +

(p/n)Var(ε). As n → ∞, Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] → (1 − pw)2((m2
0σ

2
0 +

m2
1(V0/m1))/m2) + p2w2(V0/l). Next, θ̂M � 2 f̄ − ḡ �

(1 − 2pw + p2w)s + (2pw − p2w)t + (1 − p)∑n−pn
i�1 (δi/(n −

pn)) + (2p − p2)∑pn
i�1(εi/(pn)) − p

∑pn
i�1(γi/(pn)) and

Ɛ[(θ̂M − θ)2] � Ɛ[Ɛ[(((1 − 2pw + p2w)m0/m)(µ0 − θ) + ((1 −
2pw + p2w)m1/m)(s1 − θ) + (2pw − p2w)(t − θ) + ((1 − p)/
(n−pn))∑n−pn

i�1 (δi−0)+((2p−p2)/(pn))∑pn
i�1(εi−0)−(p/(pn)) ·∑pn

i�1(γi − 0))2 | θ]] � Ɛ[((1 − 2pw + p2w)2m2
0/m2)(µ0 − θ)2 +

((1 − 2pw + p2w)2m2
1/m2)Var(s1 | θ) + (2pw − p2w)2Var(t | θ)

+ (1/n2)∑n−pn
i�1 Var(δi) + ((2 − p)2/n2)∑pn

i�1 Var(εi) +

(1/n2)∑pn
i�1 Var(γi)]� ((1−2pw+p2w)2m2

0/m2)σ2
0 + ((1−2pw+

p2w)2m2
1/m2)(V0/m1) + (2pw − p2w)2(V0/l) + ((1 − p)/n) ·

Var(δ) + (p(2 − p)2/n)Var(ε) + (p/n)Var(γ). As n → ∞,
Ɛ[(θ̂M − θ)2] → (1 − 2pw + p2w)2((m2

0σ
2
0 + m2

1(V0/m1))/m2) +
(2pw − p2w)2(V0/l).

Finally, θ̂N � f̄ + (1/p)( f̄ − ḡ) � (1 − w)s + wt + (1 − p) ·∑n−pn
i�1 (δi/(n − pn)) + ∑pn

i�1(εi/(pn)) − ∑pn
i�1(γi/(pn)). If p > 0

then Ɛ[(θ̂N − θ)2] � Ɛ[Ɛ[((1 − w)(m0/m)(µ0 − θ) + (1 − w) ·
(m1/m)(s1 − θ) + w(t − θ) + ((1 − p)/(n − pn))∑n−pn

i�1 (δi − 0)
+ (1/(pn))∑pn

i�1(εi − 0) − (1/(pn))∑pn
i�1(γi − 0))2 | θ]] �

Ɛ[((1 − w)2m2
0/m2)(µ0 − θ)2 + ((1 − w)2m2

1/m2)Var(s1 | θ) +
w2Var(t | θ) + (1/n2)∑n−pn

i�1 Var(δi) + (1/(p2n2))∑pn
i�1 Var(εi) +

(1/(p2n2))∑pn
i�1 Var(γi)] � ((1 − w)2m2

0/m2)σ2
0 + ((1 − w)2

· m2
1/m2)(V0/m1) + w2(V0/l) + ((1 − p)/n)Var(δ) + (1/(pn)) ·

Var(ε)+ (1/(pn))Var(γ). As n→∞, Ɛ[(θ̂N − θ)2] → (1− w)2 ·
((m2

0σ
2
0 + m2

1(V0/m1))/m2)+ w2(V0/l).
Define V(z) ≡ (1 − z)2((m2

0σ
2
0 + m2

1(V0/m1))/m2) + z2(V0/l),
which is a convex function of z. The posterior mean of θ
conditional on the prior π0(θ) and both observed signals s1
and t is (1 − w)(m0/m)µ0 + (1 − w)(m1/m)s1 + wt. Since this
mean is the Bayes estimate of θ with respect to quadratic
loss, it provides the minimal expected squared error, which
is Ɛ[((1−w)s +wt −θ)2]� limn→∞ Ɛ[(θ̂N −θ)2]�V(w), which
therefore must be less than or equal to both limn→∞ Ɛ[(θ̂M −
θ)2]�V(2pw−p2w) and limn→∞ Ɛ[( f̄ −θ)2]�V(pw). Observe
that p(2 − p) is a concave quadratic function of p that takes
a maximum value of one at p � 1, so pw(2 − p) ≤ w for p ∈
[0, 1] and w ≥ 0. In addition, pw ≤ pw(2 − p) since p ∈ [0, 1]
and w ≥ 0. Then pw ≤ pw(2 − p) ≤ w, and since pw(2 − p) �
(1− p)pw + pw, the convexity of V implies that V(pw(2− p))
≤ (1 − p)V(pw) + pV(w). V(w) ≤ V(pw), so V(pw(2 − p)) ≤
(1 − p)V(pw) + pV(pw) � V(pw). This establishes our
result that V(pw) � limn→∞ Ɛ[( f̄ − θ)2] ≥ V(2pw − p2w) �
limn→∞ Ɛ[(θ̂M − θ)2] ≥ V(w)� limn→∞ Ɛ[(θ̂N − θ)2].
Proof of Proposition 4. Define t̄h ≡ f̄ + (1/h)( f̄ − ḡ) and t̄ �∑pn

i�1(ti/(pn)). The decision analyst wants to choose h to
minimize the expected squared error Eprivate(h ,q)� (Ɛ[t̄h |
t̄ ,s ,q]− t̄)2, given the decision analyst’s uncertainty about q.
The optimally hedged weight is h∗private�argminhDprivate(h),
where Dprivate(h)�∫1

0 Eprivate(h ,q) f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq. Using the
expressions for f̄ and ḡ from the proof of Proposition 2, we
can write Ɛ[t̄h | t̄ ,s ,q]� f̄ + (1/h)( f̄ − ḡ)� (1− q)s+ qt̄+ (q/h) ·
(1 − q)(t̄ − s), Eprivate(h ,q) � (t̄ − s)2(1 − q)2(1 −
q/h)2, and Dprivate(h) � (s − t̄)2∫1

0 (1 − q/h)2(1 − q)2 ·
f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq. The first-order condition (FOC) with
respect to h yields ∫1

0 (q/h)q(1 − q)2 f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq �

∫1
0 q(1− q)2 f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq , or h∗private � (∫

1
0 q2(1− q)2 f (q |

{( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq)/(∫1
0 q(1−q)2 f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq). It is straight-

forward to show that h∗private is minimal.
Likewise, define sh ≡ f̄ + (1/(1− h))( ḡ − f̄ ). The decision

analyst wants to minimize the expected squared error
Eshared(h ,q)� (E[sh | t̄ ,s ,q]− s)2, given the decision analyst’s
uncertainty about q. In other words, the decision analyst
wants to find h∗shared � argminhDshared(h), where Dshared(h)�
∫1

0 Eshared(h ,q) f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq. E[sh | t̄ ,s ,q] � ( ḡ − h f̄ )/
(1 − h) � s + q(t̄ − s)((q − h)/(1 − h)), Eshared(h ,q) � q2(t̄ − s)2 ·
((q − h)/(1 − h))2, and Dshared(h) � (s − t̄)2∫1

0 ((q − h)/
(1 − h))2q2 f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq. The FOC is ∫1

0 h(1 − q)q2 f ·
(q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq � ∫1

0 (1 − q)q3 f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq, or
h∗shared � (∫1

0 (1 − q)q3 f (q | {( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq)/(∫1
0 (1 − q)q2 f (q |

{( fi , gi)}ni�1)dq), which is minimal.

Endnotes
1Alternatively, one could view µ0 as part of the shared signal and
assume a diffuse prior over θ by letting m0→ 0+. In that case, the lin-
earity condition assumes that the GPE equals theminimum-variance
unbiased linear combination of all signals that were observed. The
judgment aggregation problem can then be viewed as a parameter
estimation problem given the set of data {s1 , t1 , . . . , tK}.
2Specifically, the judge can be rewarded with the sum of R1(X, fi) for
the judge’s own judgment and R2(

∑
j,i f j/(n − 1), gi) for the judge’s

guess of others’ judgments. Each scoring rule should be strictly
proper in the sense that reporting the mean of the judge’s subjective
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distribution for X provides the judge with the highest expected score
among all possible reports.
3The pivoting method works well when judgments are unbiased in
the variable of interest. Distributions of judgment errors that sat-
isfy this property are possible for variables with domains that are
unbounded (e.g., normal), bounded on one side (e.g., gamma), and
double-bounded (e.g., binomial). Alternative error models that have
been considered in the existing literature may not satisfy this prop-
erty. For example, logit models have been used to aggregate prob-
ability judgments (in which case judgments would be unbiased in
log-odds but biased when measured as probabilities).
4The estimation of w∗ here is analogous to the estimation of q∗ with
one modification—we know that w must be in [0, 1] by definition,
and w � q/p, so q must be in the interval [0, p]. Since we are using p̂
as an estimate of p, restricting the distribution of q to [0, p̂] ensures
that the estimate w∗ will stay in [0, 1].
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